ABSTRACT Summary: Gene-finding program evaluation (GFPE) is a set of Java classes for evaluating gene-finding programs. A command-line interface is also provided. Inputs to the program include the sequence data (in FASTA format), annotations of 'actual' sequence features, and annotations of 'predicted' sequence features. Annotation files are in the General Feature Format promoted by the Sanger center. GFPE calculates a number of metrics of accuracy of predictions at three levels: the coding level, the exon level, and the protein level.
Computational gene identification plays an important role in genome projects, and numerous programs have been developed to address this problem. Selecting the best genefinding program or programs for a new organism or category of sequences can be time-consuming and error-prone, as well as problematic for the following reasons: (1) The approaches used in gene identification programs are often tuned to one particular organism; accuracy for one organism or class of organism does not necessarily translate to accurate predictions for other organisms. (2) The performance of the gene-finding programs may depend on the parameter settings used to perform the analysis. (3) Published evaluations of gene identification programs are often not only limited to a particular organism, but may report only a subset of the available metrics. This use of different metrics by the authors of different gene-finding programs complicates the comparison of results. The effort required to reproduce these studies to verify the results or to generate a consistent set of metrics is typically prohibitive.
Despite these limitations, existing methods of gene prediction and models of gene structure are often applied to newly sequenced organisms, for which no model or method has yet been tuned. Thus, it is important to have a rapid and reliable means to assess the accuracy of different gene identification methods and parameter settings when beginning a new genome project or evaluating a new gene identification program. * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Recently, we evaluated several commonly used geneprediction programs to compare the ability of these programs to accurately predict gene structure for a particular organism, Neurospora crassa (Kraemer, 2001 ). In the process of executing these programs on our test sequences, collating the results of the various programs, and calculating statistics, we became keenly aware of both the time-consuming and errorprone nature of this process and the variation in reporting methodologies in prior studies.
The need for a standard tool to perform such studies seems clear. We aim to produce an environment and tools to support the task of evaluating gene-finding programs. Toward that goal we have developed a set of Java classes to perform the necessary analysis and a simple command-line program through which they may be invoked. A graphical user interface and analysis environment is under development.
The evaluation criteria are based on those described in (Burset et al., 1996) . New criteria for prediction at the exon level have been added (Kraemer, 2001 ). The evaluation is carried out at three levels: the coding level, the exon level and the protein level.
The gene-finding program evaluation (GFPE) program takes as input the DNA sequence file in FASTA format, the GFF-formatted sequence annotation and gene-finding program output. GFF is short for GeneFinding Format or General Feature Format. The attribute fields are <seqname> <source> <feature> <start> <end> <score> <strand> <frame> [attributes] [comments] (Sanger Center: GFF, 2000, http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/ formats/GFF/GFF_Spec.shtml). Included in the GFPE package are Java classes for converting GenBank format, and GenScan, GeneMark and Pombe output to GFF. In addition, since the exon positions are used in the accuracy calculations in all three levels, the <feature> attribute field must contain the string 'exon' for recognition. GFF-format output that contains a feature name other than 'exon' can be converted using a Java program included in the GFPE package (Sun Microsystems: The Source for Java[TM] Technology. http://java.sun.com/) Figure 1 shows an example output of the GFPE program on a single sequence. Notations used in this example are largely as illustrated in (Burset et al., 1996) . New notation describes prediction accuracy at the exon level. If both splicing boundaries are correctly identified, this prediction is defined as 'Type 1'. If at least one of the splicing boundaries from the prediction matches with the correct exon, this prediction is defined as 'Type 2'. 'Type 3' predictions are those predicted exons whose overlap with the actual exons exceeds some threshold. In Figure 1 , for prediction at the exon level, those marked with '*' mean that only 'Type 1' predictions are included in the calculation. For those marked with '**', both 'Type 1' and 'Type 2' predictions are included. Those marked with '***' include 'Type 1' predictions and those 'Type 2' and 'Type 3' predictions whose sensitivity and specificity values exceed some threshold (Kraemer, 2001) . Note that GFPE can be used to evaluate prediction accuracy not only for a single sequence possibly containing multiple genes but also for multiple sequences. Users provide a file in which each line contains the name of a sequence file, and the annotation file and gene-finding program output file for that sequence. The average prediction accuracy across multiple sequences is calculated on a weighted basis.
Execution of the analysis codes on a 17 kb sequence for four gene-finding programs required 90 s on a Pentium II 450 MHz PC with 128 MB of RAM running Red Hat Linux 7.2. On the same machine, execution of the analysis codes on 10 sequences whose average size was 17 kb required approximately 160 s.
This GFPE program saves the evaluators of gene-finding programs substantial effort in calculating the prediction accuracy. Note that GFPE can be used to evaluate the prediction accuracy of gene-finding programs on a whole genome basis. Limitations of the program include the difficulty of executing the various gene-finding programs to be evaluated. To solve this problem, we are developing a GUI and environment to simplify and/or automate the process of executing the runs of the gene-finding programs on the sequences of interest and of collecting and analyzing the results.
